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The Challenge

The rise of the global workforce and the proliferation of laptops, 

mobile devices, and cloud applications like Office 365 have 

resulted in significant amounts of business data being no longer 

visible or accessible by IT—a costly and time-consuming burden 

when organizations need to identify, collect, and preserve content 

for the eDiscovery process. 

For the eDiscovery process, end-user data at the mobile edge is a 

challenge because of the following factors:

• Data is distributed across multiple locations, often outside 
the firewall and out of IT reach.

• eDiscovery on endpoints and cloud applications is resource-
intensive, which impacts user productivity.

• Collection is a reactive process, utilized at the time of  
pending litigation.

The Solution

Druva and AccessData enable organizations to address these 

eDiscovery challenges by streamlining collection and preservation 

efforts and easing the handoff for quick processing and analysis.

Druva inSync features the unique ability to be remotely and 

transparently deployed across cloud applications as well as 

company and employee-owned devices. The result is a centralized 

record of all end-user data, shared files, and associated audit trails 

that are accessible through federated search. Organizations can 

search across custodians, data, and devices; place legal holds, 

and preserve relevant data in place without the need to export it to an intermediary server. No other end-user data 

backup platform offers this combination of proactive collection and automated preservation capabilities, which are 

critical for expediting early data analysis and ensuring data integrity.

AccessData eDiscovery brings IT and legal teams together like never before, in a single, fully integrated platform 

for enterprise-wide search, collection, systemized preservation or legal hold, processing, data assessment, and 

complete legal review. Suitable for technical and nontechnical staff alike, AccessData eDiscovery merges the 

intuitive litigation-hold features, robust processing capabilities, and the rich early case-assessment workflow with 

advanced legal-review features. This creates the only complete response to any matter, from initial risk analysis 

through preservation and tracking, multisource collection, scalable distributed processing, and comprehensive  

legal review.
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A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH FOR MANAGING 
EDISCOVERY OF END-USER DATA

Business Challenge

• Lack of complete visibility for data on 
endpoints and cloud applications

• Resource and time constraints because 
eDiscovery on endpoints and cloud 
applications is resource-intensive

• Reactive and often ineffective data 
collection when utilized at the time of 
pending litigation

Integration Benefits

• Collect disparate end-user data across 
devices and cloud applications

• Manage legal holds and eDiscovery 
automatically and consistently

• Preserve data in-place without 
requiring intermediary storage

Requirements

• Druva inSync

• AccessData ResolutionOne
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The joint integration provides the following features:

• The ability to capture a wider range of Electronically Stored Information (ESI), including cloud-application and 
mobile-device data

• Easy, direct handoff from the Druva inSync platform to the AccessData eDiscovery solution

• Proactive collection of time-based end-user data (backup), which means more complete ESI for eDiscovery 
purposes

How It Works
The integration between Druva inSync and AccessData eDiscovery works as follows:

About Druva

Druva is the leader in cloud data protection and information 

management, leveraging the public cloud to offer a single 

pane of glass to protect, preserve and discover information 

—dramatically increasing the availability and visibility of 

business critical information, while reducing the risk, cost 

and complexity of managing and protecting it.  

Druva’s award-winning solutions intelligently collect 

data, and unify backup, disaster recovery, archival and 

governance capabilities onto a single, optimized data set. 

As the industry's fastest growing data protection provider, 

Druva is trusted by over 4,000 global organizations and 

protects over 25 PB of data. Learn more at www.druva.com 

and join the conversation at twitter.com/druvainc.

About AccessData

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, 

AccessData® offers industry-leading solutions that put the 

power of forensics in your hands. For 30 years, AccessData 

has worked with more than 130,000 customers in law 

enforcement, government agencies, corporations and law 

firms around the world, providing both stand-alone and 

enterprise-class solutions that can synergistically work 

together. The company is backed by Sorenson Capital, 

a leading private equity firm focused on high-growth 

portfolios. For more information on AccessData, please  

go to www.accessdata.com.

The Benefits

The joint solution between Druva and AccessData delivers the following benefits:

• It addresses the challenge of collecting disparate data across endpoint devices and cloud applications.

• It manages legal holds with a systematic, easy-to-use workflow.

• It preserves data in place without requiring intermediary storage.

• It utilizes a one-step handoff between held data and eDiscovery systems.
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